Abstract. We present a model for deductive object oriented query languages with inheritance and overriding. In this model, we consider a DAG like dynamic isa hierarchy and we account for both value or attribute inheritance and method inheritance or code sharing. W e s h o w t h a t t h e s e t wo types of inheritance can be treated uniformly within an elegant declarative setting. We then propose a novel semantics for the non-monotonic behavior resulting from the combination of overriding, dynamic self binding and the dynamic structure of the isa hierarchy. This semantics is reminiscent of the stable model semantics of logic programs with negation. We also isolate a syntactic condition that guarantees the existence of a unique stable model for a program. This condition, in its turn, is inspired by the local strati cation condition of perfect model semantics for programs with negation. Finally we de ne a bottom-up procedure that computes the unique stable model of a strati ed program.
Introduction
There have been several attempts at combining inheritance with deductive p r ogramming languages within clean mathematical settings 1, 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 11, 1 2 , 13, 14] . Inheritance is an essential concept in AI and in object-oriented programming that comprises two main aspects: structural and behavioral inheritance. Structural inheritance is a mechanism for propagating method declarations and signatures from classes to their subclasses or instances. Behavioral inheritance, on the other hand, propagates method implementations as well as the result of their application.
Logic languages like LOGIN 1] and LIFE 2] incorporate structural inheritance by means of an extended uni cation algorithm for -terms, complex typed structures that are used for data representation. In 10], Kifer et al. proposed a formalism, called F-Logic, for deductive object oriented database query languages where the semantics of structural inheritance is captured within an elegant model theory and a sound and complete proof theory. F-Logic, together 1 with other related formalisms, have also addressed the issue of behavioral inheritance. However, there are several aspects of the resulting models that can be objected to in these approaches: we will discuss some of these aspects later on in this paper, but only after having presented our model.
The object oriented language we consider here is loosely related to F-Logic, but the syntax and semantics are quite di erent. In particular, we consider only behavioral inheritance in our model and, consequently, disregard method signatures and structural inheritance which are peculiar to F-Logic. Similarly to F-Logic, we a l l o w t h e isa hierarchy to be de ned dynamically by allowing rules with schema and method components. Within this setting, we consider both value and method inheritance with overriding, multiple inheritance and we f ocus our attention to only set-valued methods. This choice is motivated by the fact that it allows us to capture the semantics of multiple inheritance in a quite natural and elegant w ay. Our syntax as well our semantics for set-valued methods is rst order in that our variables range over the elements of a set rather than on (the extension of) that set.
We propose the notion of inheritance b y c ompletion (i-completion) of a program and present an abstract semantics that is based on conventional notions of interpretation and satisfaction. This semantics is reminiscent of the stable model semantics of 7] : as in that case, due to the non-monotonic nature of overriding, a program may h a ve more than one stable model, or no stable model at all. However, we isolate a syntactic condition, that we call i-strati cation, t h a t guarantees the existence of a unique stable model. This condition is reminiscent of the strati cation condition of 15] for logic programs with negation, but in our case it constrains the combination of deduction and inheritance with overriding. Reasoning on the i-completion of our programs, we p r o ve that i-strati cation is su cient to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the stable models. The de nition of i-completion provides also the basis for de ning a bottom-up computation of the unique stable model of every i-strati ed program.
We organize the rest of our paper as follows. In Section 2 we present our model of inheritance and we discuss the informal semantics by means of simple examples. In Section 3 we i n troduce the notion of i-completion and present the stable model semantics. Then, in Section 4, we i n troduce the i-strati cation condition and we prove the results of existence and uniqueness of stable models. We then address similarities and di erences with related work in Section 5, and nally conclude in Section 6 discussing the extensions of the present model that we plan for our future research.
The Inheritance Model
In this section we present the salient features of the inheritance model we c o nsider throughout. We d o t h i s b y i n troducing a simple deductive object oriented query language with inheritance: the language doesn't account f o r a n umber of important object oriented concepts like signatures, structural inheritance, encapsulation, etc. However, it comprises the essential functionalities related to behavioral inheritance: multiple inheritance, overriding, dynamic self binding, set-valued methods, etc.
Syntax
Every program in this language uses symbols from an alphabet hV C Piwhere V is a denumerable set of variables, C is a set of data constructors and P is a s e t o f p r o p e r t y (attribute and method) symbols. These components are assumed to be pairwise disjoint. We c a l l o-terms the terms built over C V , a n d p-terms the terms p = p =a (args) where p 2 P is a property name with arity a, a n d args is a tuple of o-terms. To ease the notation, we will always denote the property symbols from P using only their names, with the understanding that every name has an associated unique arity. An o-term is a rst order entity in the language and denotes the object identity (oid) of a class or instance object. Programs and Queries. As in other object oriented languages, a program in our language speci es which methods/attributes are attached to each o b j e c t and organizes objects along isa hierarchies. Every program can be conceptually viewed as consisting of two parts, each one dedicated to the speci cation of one of these two components.
De nition1 (programs) . A program is a pair ; : where: { ;, t h e schema declaration, is a (possibly empty) set of isa clauses whose head When the oid in the head molecule of a method clause is a variable, we will assume that there exist an isa term X]oin the body to qualify X as an instance or subclass of some object. This assumption does not involve a n y loss of generality:
it serves the only purpose of disallowing clauses like \ X p]:" that establish the truth of a property, p in this case, at every object.
The only structural distinction between a method clause and an isa clause is that the former has a molecule as its head whereas the latter has an isa term. Thus it is possible that the isa clauses in the schema and the method clauses in the data de nitions of a program depend on each other: the satisfaction of a property at an object may depend on the structure of the isa hierarchy (through an isa term) and vice versa. Consequently, a s i n F -L o g i c , w e a l l o w a dynamic structure of the isa hierarchy.
Informal Semantics
The isa clauses of the schema organize objects in a DAG-like hierarchy. The interplay b e t ween membership and subclassing is subject to the standard condition: every instance of a class is also an instance of all of the super-classes of that class. In other words, where o, c and d are di erent objects, o : c and c :: d implies that o : d. Finally we assume that subclassing and membership are re exive: an object is always a subclass and an instance of itself.
Each class de nes a set of properties (methods and/or attributes) for its instances and subclasses. Every object inherits all the properties that are de ned at the objects that are placed higher up in the hierarchy. There are two w ays that a property can be inherited, either extensionally or intensionally: we refer to these two t ypes of inheritance respectively as value inheritance, and method inheritance or code sharing.
In the sequel of this section we illustrate the functionalities of inheritance, as well as the interaction of inheritance and overriding by means of a number of simple examples. Later, in section 3, we will formalize these ideas precisely.
Value and Method Inheritance. The di erence between value inheritance and method inheritance can be explained as follows. Method inheritance is, in a way, b u i l t i n to our syntax and originates from the interplay b e t ween instantiation and the isa relations of the schema. Value inheritance, instead, is enforced by our intuitive understanding of the interaction between the isa relation and deduction. The following example helps clarify the point. Note the di erence between the two cases. In the former, o is inheriting the extension of a property from its class c: w e w i l l s a y that o value-inherits q from c. In the latter case, it is the intension of the property (the clause de ning it) that gets inherited from d to o: accordingly, w e will say that o method-inherits p from d.
Overriding. If there were no overriding, we could account for the two t ypes of inheritance in an elegant and easy way. W e w ould simply need to model the relationship between the isa relations and substitution/deduction and have our objects be characterized by all the properties they inherit via instantiation and/or deduction in ways similar to those outlined above. With overriding the picture becomes more complex, because there may be con icts between the types of inheritance and we m a y w ant to reject the inheritance of values (or clauses) along the isa hierarchies in case properties are rede ned at a subclass or instance. Consider for example the following program. The point is: how should we a n s w er the query o p(X)] ? Both the answers X = a and X = b seem reasonable, because X = b follows from (3) being o : c, whereas X = a follows from (4) being o : d implied by the schema. If there were no overriding, then we w ould certainly accept both the answers as legal and, consequently, s a y that fa bg is the value of p at o. H o wever, if we assume that inheritance is subject to overriding, then clearly we h a ve a con ict. In this case we claim that the only acceptable answer to the above query is X Here, the expected answer to the query u p(X)] is X = e rather than X = b. This is because the inheritance of p from c to u is overridden owing to the existence of the local de nition (5) for p at u.
Multiple Inheritance. The interaction between inheritance and overriding we have outlined above applies to every path in the isa hierarchy: each object inherits a property and/or the clauses de ning it from the closest ancestors in the hierarchy that de ne that property. In order to formalize this notion of \close-ness", we assume that no pair of immediate ancestors of any g i v en object be connected by a n isa link. Accordingly, ; = fo : c o : dg is a valid schema whereas ; . However, if we disregard o : d, then we are not even allowed to infer o : c, and hence we conclude that the value for p at o is the empty s e t , Neither one of the two conclusions seems reasonable: indeed this program doesn't seem to have a n y sensible (determinate) meaning. As we will show i n section 4, our semantics does classify programs like ; 5 : 5 as meaningless programs because they have no stable models.
interpretations be isa closed: that means that, whenever o]c and c :: d belong to an interpretation I, w e require that o]d be also contained in I. The condition of isa closedness provides a formal justi cation for the equivalence of the two schemas fo : c c :: d o : dg and fo : c c :: dg we h a ve discussed in the previous section.
Satisfaction in an isa closed interpretation is de ned exactly as in classical Herbrand interpretations in terms of membership. To account for inheritance in this framework, we i n troduce the notion of i-completion discussed in the next subsection 1 .
Inheritance by I-completion
We rst present the rational behind the idea of i-completion on intuitive grounds. Consider the following program:
; ::= (1) o : c:
:
In every model of this program we w ould expect to see both c p(a)] (of course) and o p(a)] because it can be inferred by v alue inheritance. However, the fact that p(a) holds at o is not expressed explicitly in the program: it is our idea of the semantics of inheritance that implies it. This is in fact a general issue: value inheritance is not expressed syntactically in our programs it is a purely semantic mechanism we are attributing to them. In contrast, method inheritance does have a syntactic representation owing to substitutions. So the point is: why not model value inheritance in terms of method inheritance so that we can account for value inheritance syntactically the way w e do for method inheritance? It is easy to see how this can be accomplished, at least in the previous program: simply, consider the following completed program:
; De nition2 (i-completion). Let P be a set of clauses and let P ] b e t h e ground closure of P . T h e i-completion of P, denoted by C(P) is the minimal set 1
In 4], we present an alternative s e m a n tics based on complex interpretation structures, called -structures. Using these structures, we are able to capture the functionalities of behavioral inheritance and overriding directly within the de nition of satisfaction, without resorting to the notion of i-completion. In 4] we also show t h e equivalence of the notion of model that results in that framework and the de nition of stable model we p r e s e n t in this paper.
of clauses satisfying the following conditions: The e ect of i-completing a program is to expose, syntactically, all the inheritance that is implicitly expressed in the original program. As a consequence, the semantics of an i-completed program can be given simply in terms of deduction as it does not need to make reference to inheritance: what in the original program is inferred by v alue inheritance can be inferred, in the i-completed program, by standard deduction using the clauses added by the i-completion. In both cases, method inheritance is implicitly entailed by substitution. Clearly, w e still need a formal account f o r o verriding, but the use of icompletion allows us to capture the functionalities of inheritance in terms of a standard notion of satisfaction: we c a n c haracterize the semantics of an icompleted program simply in terms of its (classical) minimal Herbrand model.
Overriding
Before we m o ve o n t o i n troduce overriding, we put forward the de nitions of local and inherited clauses that, adapted from 8], help formalize this notion. Our notion of \overriding" is again inspired by the de nition of locality o f method clauses proposed in 8]. Overriding comes into play w h e n e v er an object o inherits the same property, s a y p, from di erent ancestors that are connected by isa links in the hierarchy. I n e v ery such situation, the con ict is resolved by establishing that o inherits p only from the closest ancestors that de ne p. This inheritance blocks (overrides) the inheritance of p from all the ancestors of o that are placed higher up in the hierarchy. Note that, since we assume that membership and subclassing are re exive, it follows that if an object de nes 2 Here, and in De nition 5, with \ : =" we denote syntactic equality. a property, then the local de nition overrides the inheritance of that property from any of the (proper) ancestors of that object.
The natural consequence of this interpretation is that for every object o, only a subset of the clauses that o inherits from its ancestors are actually \relevant" to the de nition of the properties that hold at o itself. The set of relevant clauses corresponding to the overriding rule we h a ve just outlined is de ned precisely as follows.
De nition5 (overriding-free instances). Let P = ; : be a program and I be an interpretation. All the ground instances of the isa clauses in ; are In several respects, this approach results in a model theory that is similar to the model theory of Gulog proposed in 6]: as in that case, it is the syntactic structure of the program that determines the set of \relevant" clauses of a program as well as the ways that overriding a ects the inheritance of properties. One important di erence is that our notion of overriding in a given interpretation is static, as it is based solely on the existence of an overriding de nition (regardless of the satisfaction of the body of the de nition in the given interpretation). Furthermore, we generalize the de nition of model by allowing the isa hierarchy to evolve dynamically during the computation. Let M(P ) denote the minimal model of an (i-completed) program P .
De nition6 (stable models). Let I be an interpretation and let P be an i-completed program. We s a y that I is a stable model of P i I = M( P] I ).
This de nition should be contrasted with the corresponding de nition of stable models in 7] . As in that case, given an interpretation I, w e isolate the subset of the clauses in P that are \relevant" because they are overriding free in I, and then we c heck whether the remaining clauses are satis ed by I. Note the recursive a vor of the construction: the set of clauses that must be satis ed in order for I to qualify as a model depend on I itself. Also note that, owing to the dynamic nature of the isa de nitions in the schema, in the construction of a model I, the set P ] I may be subject to changes as the interpretation I changes. Hence, this construction may o r m a y not be convergent: the following proposition shows that there exist programs that have no stable models. (4), (7), (8) and (9) have been added by i-completion. Let the above i-completed program be called Q: w e s h o w t h a t Q has no stable interpretation. First observe that since (4) is subsumed by (3) we can reason independently of clause (4) . Similarly, w e can disregard clause (9) since it is \written over" in every interpretation (6) being local to c. Now observe that clauses (1), (2), (3), (5) and (6) are overriding free in every interpretation. Hence, (3), (5) and (6) (1) and (2), whereas (iii) and (iv) are written over in every interpretation owing to the presence of the two local de nitions (5) and (6) (1), (2), (5) and (6) are unit clauses that are always overriding free. Furthermore, owing to the presence of clauses (7) and (8) 
Existence and Uniqueness of Stable Models
Looking at the previous examples, one notices that the reason why w e fail to construct a model is that we h a ve a con ict between the deduction of a property at a given object and the deduction of an isa relation for that object. More precisely, the problem is that we use an isa 
I-strati cation
To obtain a stable model, we will need to constrain the dependency of an isa term on a molecule such that if the isa term o]c is used to derive a molecule o p] b y inheritance from c, t h e n w e will not, at later stages, derive a n e w isa De nition8. Let P be an i-completed program. We s a y that P is i-strati ed i there exists a mapping from ground atoms to positive i n tegers such that, for every pair of atoms A and B in P], the following conditions are satis ed:
1. (A) (B) i A is the head of a clause of P] a n d B is a body literal of that clause
(A) > (B) i A = o p] is the head of a clause of P ] a n d B = o]c is a
body literal of that clause. The i-strati cation mapping aims at decomposing a program P in di erent strata P 1 : : : P n such t h a t P ] can be obtained as the disjoint union of these strata. The intention of condition (2) is to separate clauses de ning isa relations between objects from clauses de ning properties at these objects by placing them at di erent strata of the program. If there exists an i-strati cation P 1 P n of P, then it will satisfy the following property. Assume that P i contains a clause o p] B 1 : : : B n and that there exists B k such that B k = o]c: then all the clauses whose head is o]c are placed at strata P j with j strictly lower than i. The notion of i-strati cation, suggests also a way to compute a model of an i-completed program. Let T P be the following immediate-consequence operator:
T P (I) = fA j A B 1 : : : B n 2 P and fB 1 : : : B n g Ig I The intention is to construct a model for a program by repeatedly iterating the T P operator at each stratum of the program: owing to i-strati cation, the set of overriding free instances of each stratum will not be subject to changes as the construction of the model proceeds with iterations at higher strata.
The following theorem shows that the iterated xed point computation we have just outlined leads indeed to the construction of stable models.
Theorem 9 (existence). Let P be an i-complete and i-strati ed program and let P 1 P n be an i-strati cation of P. F or every interpretation I, denote with P j I the subset of the j-th stratum of P] consisting of the clauses that are overriding free in I. Finally, l e t M ? P be the interpretation resulting from the following iterated xed-point computation:
P is a stable model for P. Proof. We use the following two properties:
1. for every interpretation I, T ! P i P i+1 (I) = T ! P i+1 (T ! P i (I)) for every i = 1 :: n ; 1: 2. for every i = 1 : : : n , P i Mi;1 = P i Mn where we take M 0 = b y de nition. The rst property i s a w ell-known property of strati ed programs that carries over directly to i-strati ed programs. The proof of the second is omitted for the lack of space and can be found in 4]. To s h o w that M ? P = M n is a stable model, we n e e d t o s h o w that M( P ] Mn ) = M n . F rom (1) and (2) ( (T ! P 1 ( )) )) = M n We conclude the section with the proof that every i-complete and i-strati ed program has exactly one stable model. The proof of this result also shows that the construction of M ? P is independent of the choice of the i-strati cation of P.
Theorem10 (uniqueness). Let P be an i-complete and i-strati ed program.
Let I be a stable model of P . T h e n I = M ? P . Proof. Let I be a stable model and let P 1 P n be an i-strati cation of P. Then consider the set of overriding free instances P] I = P De nition11 (simple programs). A program ; : is simple if and only if the body of every clause in the schema ; is constituted solely of isa terms. That these programs have a unique stable model follows as corollary of the results of the previous section. The proof is immediate since the i-completion of every simple program ; : c a n b e s e e n a s a t wo-stratum program P 1 P 2 where P 1 and P 2 are the i-completions of respectively ; and . The case of non-simple programs, where the schema and data de nitions may depend mutually on each other, is more complex. In this regard, it is interesting to note that the condition of i-strati cation is precise enough to distinguish the two programs ; 4 : 4 and ; 5 : 5 of section 2. We already showed that the latter has no stable model: it can now be easily veri ed that the i-completion of this program, introduced in proposition 7, is not strati ed. On the other hand, it is easy to see that the sets of clauses displayed below, de ne a strati cation of (the completion of) ; 4 : 4 . In general, it is hard to give a precise characterization of the class of i-strati ed programs. However, our contention is that i-strati cation is interesting in itself as a structuring principle: it simply requires that the isa relation between two objects be independent of the properties whose satisfaction depends itself on that isa relation. As such, i-strati cation seems indeed to o er a reasonable principle for writing programs that exploit the power of inheritance in meaningful and practical ways.
Discussion on Related Work
In this section we t a k e a v ery brief look at other proposals that are related to our present w ork. Readers are referred to 10] for a lucid and comprehensive discussion on the contemporary approaches to inheritance in the literature.
In L&O 12] , the semantics of inheritance and overriding is given indirectly by translating L&O program to logic programs and, hence, it provides little insight i n to the relationships between inheritance, overriding and deduction.
In F-Logic 10], only structural inheritance is captured semantically within the model theory and the proof theory of the formalism. C o u n terwise, for behavioral inheritance, the non-monotonic aspects introduced by the combination of overriding and dynamic binding are modeled only indirectly by means of an iterated xed point construction. Another weakness of F-Logic is that it accommodates only value inheritance: in F-Logic, what gets inherited along the isa hierarchy is ground data expressions { values resulting from the application of a method at a superclass { and not method implementations. Method inheritance and overriding, in their turn, are accounted for only indirectly by means of an ad-hoc technique that relies on the higher order features of this formalism. Finally, in F-Logic the problems introduced by the dynamic structure of the schema are solved resorting to a highly non-deterministic semantics: in F-Logic a program might h a ve more than one model and no mechanism is provided so that one can systematically identify an intended or preferred model.
In Gulog 5, 6 ], Dobbie and Topor develop an elegant s e m a n tics for inheritance with overriding that addresses some of the unresolved problems in F-Logic. However, the elegance of their solution is achieved at the expense of a number of restrictions on the inheritance model. In particular, Gulog does not account for value inheritance and, more importantly, it separates the schema declarations from the data de nitions thus avoiding the problems introduced by the dynamic subclassing capabilities of F-Logic.
In Orlog 9], Jamil and Lakshmanan developed a model for inheritance based on the notion of inheritance withdrawal to capture the idea of user de ned inheritance and con ict resolution in multiple inheritance networks. One of the major shortcomings of this model is that overriding is captured via speci cation and hence is not deducible. However, by i n troducing the idea of locality of method clauses and the notion of inheritability in 8], the above handicap in Orlog is eliminated. However, the proposal in 8] achieved this functionality a t the expense of the loss of dynamic subclassing capability.
Behavioral inheritance has been studied also in deductive formalisms like t h e Ordered T h e ories of 11], in modular languages such a s C o n textual Logic Programming 13, 14], SelfLog 3] and several others. In these proposals, an object is viewed as a set of rules (clauses) that represent the properties that hold at that object. Hence, although the functionalities of inheritance are the same as in object oriented systems, the resulting languages are essentially modular languages that retain the relational avor of data peculiar to logic programming and, as such, di er from conventional object oriented languages, both syntactically and semantically.
Conclusion and Future Research
A desirable extension of the inheritance model we h a ve presented would be to include inheritance with dynamic overriding in ways similar to those proposed for Gulog (and F-Logic, to that matter).
In Gulog, this feature is accounted for by resorting to interpretation structures that carry extra information needed (i) to identify the objects from which a v alue is inherited and (ii) to resolve the possible con icts between the inheritance from di erent ancestors. Our current solution, based on static overriding, simpli es the treatment o f o verriding for set-valued methods and has also the potential bene t of allowing room for some form of static type checking. However, the extension to dynamic overriding appears to be necessary for several applications, notably for reasoning about inheritance hierarchies in arti cial intelligence 16]. Our current w ork shows that the generalization of the framework we h a ve presented in this paper should be smoothly accomplished by i n tegrating our de nition of i-strati cation with the i-strati cation condition proposed by Dobbie and Topor in 6]. As a further extension, we are currently studying the integration of our model with a corresponding model of structural inheritance. One of the challenges, in this extended framework, is to isolate and de ne an adequate relation between method inheritance and overriding, as we h a ve de ned them here, with the properties of covariance and contravariance for the types of these methods' arguments and results.
